The One Barcelona opens its doors to the city as a sophisticated 5* Grand Luxury Hotel.
Thanks to its elegant interior design, undertaken in collaboration with award-winning
designer Jaime Beriestain, The One Barcelona exudes inspiration, comfort and personality
in every space. The One Barcelona offers travellers a luxury experience in every sense,
thanks to its 88 elegant, bright rooms and suites.

The Rooms
The 88 Rooms and Suites at The One Barcelona have been designed to offer an
experience of contemporary luxury. Cosy, elegant and bright, they boast a sophisticated
interior design where neutral and gold tones, fine materials and top-quality textures
predominate. Art is showcased in every room thanks to the work designed exclusively
for The One Barcelona by the Chilean artist Fernando Prats, who transforms the beauty
of a bird’s flight into a collection that conveys elegance and majesty.
Top-of-the-range features:
- Complimentary Wi-Fi and broadband Internet
- Complimentary local calls
- 55” smart TV with international channels
- Marshall Bluetooth speaker (only available in Suites)
- USB chargers and international plug sockets
- Digital in-room safe and separate air conditioning units
Exclusive amenities:
- Top-of-the-range king size mattress (180 to 200 cm) with soft feather topper
- Pure Egyptian cotton bedding from Bassols 1790
- 100% goose feather pillows (hypoallergenic pillows available on request)
- Nespresso machine and kettle with complimentary selection of teas and infusions
- Fully stocked minibar with a selection of drinks and typical gourmet snacks from
Barcelona
- Electric curtains with controls next to the bed
- Ironing set (only available in Suites)
- 24-hour room service
- Laundry and dry cleaning service (upon request)
Bathroom:
- Spacious marble bathroom with separate toilet and his and hers sink
- Rain shower
- A majestic free-standing bathtub (available in some Junior Suites and in Suites)
- Professional hairdryer and magnifying mirror
- Hair straighteners (only available in Suites)
- Bassols 1790 bathrobe, slippers and towels
- Exclusive Natura Bissé Barcelona amenities

Cosy & Cosy Barcelona: elegant rooms ranging from 26–28 m² (280-301 ft2). Their size
makes them the best choice for travellers seeking convenience and peace of mind without
having to give up the small details. Maximum occupancy 2 people. Cosy Barcelona
rooms have views of the Eixample district.

Deluxe & Deluxe Barcelona Rooms: spacious, elegant 30 m² (323 ft2) rooms
overlooking an internal courtyard typical of the buildings in Barcelona’s. Maximum
occupancy 2 people. Cosy Barcelona rooms have views of the Eixample district.

Corner Junior Suites: located in the corners of the building, the Corner Junior Suites
measure 40 m² (430 ft2) and have four large windows that provide a broad view of
Barcelona’s iconic Eixample district. They include two rooms (bedroom and living room
with sofa bed) divided by the Media Hub, where there are two smart TVs. Maximum
occupancy 2 people or 2 adults + 2 Children.

Junior Suites: : located in the central part of the hotel’s façade, the Junior Suites are 40
m² (430 ft2) in size and benefit from lots of light and city views. They include a bedroom
and a separate living room with sofa bed, all in the same space. Maximum occupancy 2
people or 2 adults + 2 Children.

Gran Deluxe Terrace: located on the top floor, the Gran Deluxe Terrace are 44 m² (474
ft2) of airy space with two integrated rooms(bedroom and living room), opening out onto a
balcony equipped with a table and two chairs, ideal for enjoying Barcelona’s.
Mediterranean climate. Maximum occupancy 2 people.

Barcelona Suites: spacious 55 m² (595 ft2) rooms divided into two separate areas: a
living room with sofa bed and an elegant bedroom with dressing room. They are located
on the upper floors and offer one of the best views of Barcelona’s iconic chamfered
corners. Maximum occupancy 2 people or 2 adults + 2 Children.

Terrace Suite Sagrada Familia: located on the top floor of the hotel, this spectacular 92
m² (990 ft2) room includes a large living room, bedroom, dressing room, guest toilet and a
terrace with a Jacuzzi, sun loungers, a shower and incredible views of the Sagrada Familia.
Maximum occupancy 2 people. Possibility of connecting to a Gran Deluxe Terrace to
create a spacious 136 m² (1.464 ft2) room with two bedrooms and a maximum occupancy
of 4 people.

Penthouse Suite The One: spectacular 120 m² (1.292 ft2) room that includes a
bedroom, living and dining room, dressing room, equipped kitchen, guest toilet and a
terrace with Jacuzzi, sun loungers, a shower and a chill-out area. Located on the top floor
of the hotel, with views over Barcelona. Maximum occupancy 2 people. Possibility of
connecting with a Cosy Room to create a spacious 147 m² (1.582 ft2) room with two
bedrooms and maximum occupancy of 4 people.

Restaurants

With the restaurant located at street level, its windows are a declaration of intent, framing
a warm and sophisticated space open to the city, where diners can enjoy a Mediterranean
gastronomic offer crafted with fresh local produce and showcasing the richness of our
cuisine. Tapas, small dishes and all-time classics comprise Somni Restaurant’s gastronomic
offer. Aimed at both guests as well as locals.
Daily a la carte breakfast is also served in the restaurant every morning from 7 to 11h.
Somni also offers a cocktail bar in which you will enjoy coffee, cocktails and a selection of
tapas.

Located on an impressive terrace on the top floor offering panoramic views of the city. It is
the perfect place to enjoy a pleasant lunch or dinner in the open air or to relax with a
cocktail as the day ends. Our eyes feast on the Mediterranean Sea, the Barcelona skyline
and the Sagrada Família.

The Swimming pool

In the 9th floor of the hotel you will find a Plunge pool & Solarium with panoramic
views of the skyline of Barcelona exclusive for guest and opened all year round
(heated water)

Enjoy a few hours of wellbeing in our spa, where you can disconnect from your daily
routine while relaxing in our experience pool or being pampered by our team of
professionals with personalized treatments. General services: - Massage, facial and
body treatments. - Heated experience pool. - Finnish sauna - Relaxation area with sun
loungers - 24-hour gym equipped with the latest cardiovascular and toning workout
equipment.
The experience pool will be open to children aged 16 and under from 11 to 16:30h
(Children under age 5 are not permitted to enter the water area)
Opening hours: 11 to 21h

Contact information
WWW.hoteltheonebarcelona.com
Director of Sales: Ivette Ferrer
ivette.ferrer@hotelstheone.com ph: +34 93 214 50 53 /m:+34 609 954 904
Sales Manager: Roberto Somoza
roberto.somoza@hotelstheone.com ph: +34 93 214 50 52 /m:+34 683 142 941
Revenue & Reservations Manager: Ingrid Montes
revenue.hto@hotelstheone.com ph: +34 93 214 50 55 /m:+34 681 339 532
Reservations
reservations.hto@hotelstheone.com ph: +34 93 214 50 55
GDS Codes
AMADEUS: PH BCNTOH
APOLLO/ GALLILEO: PH D1625
SABRE: PH 312909
WORLDSPAN: PF BCNTO
PEGASUS HCD: PH 3950

Welcome

